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This is a study of the effect of strong blowing on the free convective 
flow between a porous sliding cylinder and a porous stationary cylinder 
when the system is oriented at different angles to the horizontal. Closed 
form solutions are obtained in a unified form applicable to either two-di­
mensional or axisymmetric flow including heat transfer. A detailed 
examination of the solution in the massive blowing regime is also made 
and tile analysis reveals that the solution possesses two layered structure 
and the shear layer blow off from the blown surface occurs at suffi­
ciently large injection Reynolds number. ^Further it is found that for 
large values of Grashof number the pressure distribution exliibits a 
marked change.
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1 . INTRODUCTION
The massive blowing with thermal convection plays an important role in aerody­
namics and in transpiration cooling. More specifically, the problem of strong 
blowing into aerodynamic body flow fields, where the injection rates are well 
above those permitted by the boundary layer assumptions, is currently under 
extensive study by many investigators (Ingor 1969).
The problem of thermal convection across porous boundaries, maintained at 
different temperatures, consists of transport of heat by the interaction of moving 
and injected fluids in which the local variation of temperature, and hence the 
density, sets up the buoyancy force that itself modifies the flow pattern. Further 
when injected and moving fluids are of different densities, added to the local 
variation of temperature, we should take into account the buoyancy force due 
to the local variation of concentration. In the present paper, however, we assume 
that the densities of injected and moving fluids are the same and hence 
the effect of concentration is neglected. The combined effect of local variation 
of temperature and concentration will be presented elsewhere. In general, prob­
lems involving the interaction of velocity, density and other fields are mathemati­
cally complicated. Under such circumstances only special and simple categories 
of forced and natural convection have been studied theoretically in detail. For 
forced convection the velocity is usually large and the density of fluid is regarded
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au totally unaffected by the transport of heat. Mathematically the problem 
reduces to finding the temperature distribution due to heated or cooled boundaries 
in a specified velocity field. For natural convection the motion of fluid is caused 
solely by buoyancy force, due to the action of some field of force on the unevenly 
heated fluid and the velocities established are usually small.
Recently Inger (1969) has examined the effect of strong blowing on the forced 
convective flow between a sliding porous cylinder and a porous stationary cylinder. 
He finds that shear layer blow off from the blown surface occurs for sufficiently 
strong blowing and the solution in the massive blowing regime consists oftwo 
layered structure. The aim of the present problem is to study the effect of strong 
blowing on the free convective flow between a porous sliding and a porous sta­
tionary cylinder oriented at different angles to the horizontal. The asymptotic 
nature of the solution whon injection Reynolds number is very large is also dis­
cussed.
2. F oumulation  of t he  P roblem
A uniform incompressible fluid of density p and viscosity (i flows through a 
channel formed by two infinitely long porous concentric cylinders of radii and 
r(, oriented at an angle 0 to the horizontal. The outer cylinder slides with an 
uniform axial velocity u — U relative to the stationary inner cylinder and the 
cylinders are maintamed at temperatures Ti and '1\ (figure 1) The fluid is injec­
ted radially with a variable velocity, v ^  Ajr through the inner cylinder, whereas 
the magnitude at the inner cylinder is Vw Since the flow is axisymmetrio and 
two dimensional in nature it follows that all the physical quantities in connection
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Figaro 1. Physical model.
with the flow are functions of r only except for pressure which may have an arbi­
trary constant axial pressure gradient. The density is assumed to be of the form 
P ~  where is the coefficient of thermal expansion of the fluid.
The governing equations of motion and energy for the Boussinesq fluid, in terms 
of normalized distance ^  (r~ri)/(r„--ri), velocity u ^  ujU, v =  vfvw, pressure 
P =plpvw'^, temperature T =  {T—TQ)l{Ti~T^^) and transverse curvature para­
meter A =  hjri, such that r/rf =  (1-j-Ai/), become
(1+Ai?)i;=l (1)
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- du _  __ dP I cos 0 G coa 0 »  
 ^d?/ d ~ » T ~r/ Rh^
(2)
(3)
(4 )
Tho boundary conditions are
Z^(O) =  T{\) =  0 
«{1) =. ,^ (1) =  ^(0) =  1 
P(l) := Po//>V
Where Rt, — is tho injection Reynolds number
(5)
Vh .is the Reynolds number based on sliding velocity
P — is tho Prandtl number A
G „  9  ^ ig Grasshoff number
Fi^
Pn
is the Jj’roude number based on injection velocity gh
is tho atmospheric pressure
A =  ^  is the axial pressure gradient
e — RfFs
IJ2
Fs =  —5— is the Froude number based on aliding velocity. 
gh
The momentum equation (3) has purely an inviscid character due to the nature 
ol‘ injection velocity v — l/(l-fA i/). in the energy equation (4) the term due to 
VISCOUS dissipation is not present, for wo are dealing with free convection 
jiroblems, where the velocities involved are small. It is of interest to note that 
in the present problem due to the nature of the injection velocity the energy
oquation (4) is docoiiplcd from the axial velocity and the solution for T can be 
oljtained directly.
3 , T e m p e k a t u u e  D isT iim u T io N
Since the energy equation is not coupled with the velocity, the solution for 
f  is obtained directly and the solution for T satisfying the boundary condi­
tions (5) is
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where (l-fA)^^“- l  and <x =  Bi^ lX
(6)
1’he temperature distribution is drawn in figures (2) and (3) for different values of 
1\ Bb and A ft is observed from figure (2) that lor large values of Bb and small 
values of A the i)rofiles are pushed towards the moving boundary and this effect 
IS more xironouuced for P — 1.5 (figure 3). The heat transfer from the moving 
Burtace {i e., the Nusselt number Nfj),
Figuros 2, 3. Tomporaturo profiles,
where _  PP,(l-fA^)^“-i (7)
is evaluated numerically for different values of Bb and A and is shown in figure
4. It is seen that for small values of A(e.gr. A — 2), Nq increases linearly with Bb 
whereas, for large values of A, N q exhibits increasing tendeiioy, but the magni­
tude of N^  ^ is small compared with the magnitude of Nq wdien A =  2. Prom this 
it is clear that increase, in transverse curvature parameter decreases the heat 
transfer from the moving burface.
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Figuro 4 Variation of vs 7?i,.
4. Velocity Distribution
Tho expressions for axial velocity and axial sliear stress at the inner cylindei 
obtained from equation (2) using (5) and (0) are
/du
i )^
(9)
G =  - -  [l -X {(l+ A )* -l}+ y {(l+ A )^ “+=-l}]
X  =: [{A -c  sin 0)R8^-{-OSSi sin O+G sin 0]
7  =  . G'ain 6
ie/Si{(Pa+2)2A8-aAa(Pa+2))r 
8  =  4A2-2PbA 
^2 =  (1+A )«-1
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Kcjnation (H) m ilu‘ limit /\-> 0 rodiicos to the two-diinonsional flow vosiilt and is 
p;iV(Mi by
■« -  ^ ( c x p  _  K ,( .-x p 7 >Bb7j - l ) ... (10)
vhcro
3 x p ] e , - i [ '^  t
V A r • /) I  ^ 1 A/ ^ sin 0
- y v W - l ) ( e T p - i^ /? r - jT
Some typical velocity profihiS arc illustrated m figures (5), (6) and (7). Ji’igure 
(,'j) illustratris the effoot of increase in injection Reynolds number Ri, m the absemoc
FiffimiB i5, 6. 7. Typical axial velocity profiles.
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of axial pressure gradient, for known values of otlu^ r parameters It is observed 
that for small values of A, increase in Ri pushes the boundary layer towards tlie 
sliding cylinder, whereas, for large values of A the opposite behaviour is observed. 
Figure 6 illustrates the effect of increase in the angle of orientation on the axial 
velocity. In the case of adverse pressure gracient {i.a, A >  0, figui’e 7) the axial 
velocity exhibits flow reversal for small values of A as 7?j, is increased The physical 
reason for this is that the dragging action of the faster layers exerted on fluid 
particles m the neighbourhood of the stationary wall A\ill be reduced due to the 
adverse pressure gradient and this dragging action is insufficient to overcome the 
influence of strong adverse pressure gradient The critical value of A for separation, 
i e {duld7])r,^ Q, is obtained from ecpiation (8) and is given by
Rby (A (F a -2 )}+ (X i)(2 A )- [i+(X ,H(1+A)«^1J + y [ (l - l -A p + ^ -l }]
-fs
(11)
y\.sep IS drawn in figure 8 It is soon that blowing decreases A^ep 
under strong blowing conditions flow reversal is caused by small adverse 
pressure gradients for small values of A. However, increase in A delays flow 
reversal.
Figure 8. Axial pressure gradient variation for different values of A.
5. B ehavtoub of the Solut io n  in  the  Ma ss iv e  B lo w in g  L im it
We shall now examine the structure of the solution in the massive blowing 
Ijmit ^  1 and P"*^t*for*^*iixed A. Barring the possibility ^  >  0(Rb) equa-
Uonfl (8) and (0) can 1)(3 writl-on in tJu3 following forniH appropriate to the limit 
n ^  [1 -X'(2-|-A)l exp | —a In | ) ]  -ftx p {~ a  In (1 t A)| j
+Z''V(2-f At;)
, [R{e sin 0—A)S^ -\-G sin 0-\~GSS-i sin O']
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(12)
where
and i‘y) X-'(2+/\)|oxp{-aln(l |--<)}-l-2X'' aT]l Fi=o 13)
These relations reveal that the wall shear and the axial velocity over some 
distance from the lower wall tend to vanish for sufficiently large values of Rb> 
suggesting that the shear layer becomes effectively blown off the surface. Further 
(examination of these solutions reveal that the solution for axial velocity possesses 
two-layered structure whose nature depends on the axial pressure gradient A, 
0 and G. We can identify an outer solution in each of equathms (12) and (13) 
which is valid in the entire flow region except for a small thin region near the 
moving surface, since the first term on the right side of each equation (12) and (13) 
is exponentially small for TSf, ^  1. This outer solution becomes a constant 
shear motion irrespective of A is present or not and depends algebraically on Rb~^ . 
This type of motion is qualitatively similar to flows studied by Yaun (1956), Terrill 
(1965), Shresta (1907) and Rudraiah & Chandrasekhara (1969). The inner solution 
which is valid in the region near the moving surface is (Aitained by introducing 
an inner vaiiable z — a ]n ( ( l“b^)/(lH-AT;)) into equation (12) and it takes the form
where
.ii == e '^_Z '(2+A )(e-^ -l)-[-0 (/V ^ )H --
z{y =  1) 0, z{ri — 0)~> ao
(14)
Figures a), 9(b). Sohomatic of asymptotic massive blowing solution.
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This inner solution is independent of A. and other parameters in leading asymptotic 
expansion. To the order of approximation involved this inner solution is the 
complete solution throughout the channel when A, 0 and 0  are zero, since the 
loading term satisfies both boundary conditions u{z — 0) ~  1 and u{z =  oo) — 0. 
When A ^  0 the full solution is obtained by matching the outer and inner solutions, 
which is qualitatively illustrated in figure 9.
6. Pbessuhb Disteibution
Solving equation (3) we obtain the expression for Pq—P in the form
1 , ooB0,| V G cos 6,. .
Expression (15) has been evaluated numerically for dlffeient values of Pfj, 0 and 
G and is rci)resentod m figures 10, 11 and 12. Erom figure 10 wo find that increase 
ill R\, increases the pressure slightly for known values of other parameters. Jt 
is seen that increase in the angle of orientation (figure 11) decreases the pressure 
for given values of other parameters. We note that even though the Grashof 
number has no significant effect on the velocity profiles, it has a marked effect 
on the pressure distribution. This is evident from figure 12 wliia'c for G =  100, 
>  P, whereas, for G == 1000, P >  P„
Eigqros 10, 11, PresHUi'o variation across the chauuol.
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7. Co n clusio ns
The proHont iiivcstiyatioii is dovotod to the study of tlio ottoct of strong blow­
ing into a viscous BousRincsc( fluid, considering an idealized Coiiette-roiseuille 
shear flow This simjile model oxhibifs all the basic physical trends that are 
associaf-(^d with iniection into boundary layers. Further, the following interesting 
features are observed.
1) -The existence of a tuo layered structure of tho solution in the massive
blowing limit whoso nature depends on G and 0
2) Change in prossiire distribution for large values of Grasshoff number, 
G. 1’hose rcsidts have sigiiilicaut imijlioations involving analysis of 
massive blowing in more realistic flow configurations.
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